Efficiency Proves Powerful
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Topics such as cyber terrorism may seem like science fiction compared to other crises the United Nations solves, but delegates of the Science and Technology Committee saw this issue, along with many others, as grave threats to world peace. SciTech was known for its ability to solve the topics given to them quickly and effectively. This year’s committee began with delegates quickly choosing a topic order and passing a resolution on the topic of cyber terrorism. Through use of unmoderated caucuses, the representatives agreed nearly unanimously to move onto Resolution SciTech/III/12, by Gabon.

That resolution dealt with the issue of nuclear power. Nuclear power was reported in the resolution to be one of the friendliest forms of power to the environment, efficient, and have high potential for technological advancement. The delegates passed an amendment, also with the support of nearly all nations present, to clarify the solution of nuclear regulation, and committee flow then continued to move in a forward direction. No matter what happened in committee, the representatives of SciTech were instrumental in proving that they could solve global issues quickly and without conflict.